What’s more exciting than the transport sector? The future of the transport sector! We passionately believe that to stay profitable, you have to stay ahead of the game – and our experience has shown that to be true.

Competitive pressure on our customers is building. That’s why we want to lighten the load – along with the cargo that they transport with reliable Kögel trailers every day. A close, cooperative partnership with our customers is the starting point of all our innovations. Only then can we quickly identify their changing needs and requirements – and get the right solutions on the road. That’s where engineering comes in, which we have loyally practised for over 80 years. Our commitment to uncompromising quality. And, of course, our dedicated professional team.

From practice to theory and from plan to practice: Passioneering never stops.

All our customers’ challenges flow directly into the development process. We subject our innovations to intensive testing far beyond the usual requirements. Extreme driving manoeuvres, heavy loads, poor road surfaces, rain, ice, snow and scorching sun – our trailers have to withstand it all without a hitch. Only then are we satisfied – for now, at least. Because only then can we be sure that our most discerning customers are satisfied too. But the end of every development process is only the beginning of something new. After all, everything we do is with the future of the transport sector in mind.

Find out more about passioneering and our exceptional quality standards at www.koegel.com
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FULLY INSULATED: ASPHALT TIPPER TRAILERS
KÖGEL TIPPER TRAILERS

Construction companies can depend on Kögel tipper trailers to transport aggregates efficiently and safely. Highly stable Kögel tipper trailers are built from high-strength steel and are noted for their low maintenance costs, good driving characteristics and practical operating controls. Thanks to its low tare weight, the tipper trailer offers maximum payload capacities for all types of aggregates.

Kögel tipper trailers incorporate many innovative features thanks to cutting-edge manufacturing technology that delivers impressive results. The modular design of the steel tipper body makes replacing components child’s play.

IMPRESSIVE FEATURES …

- corrosion protection
- handy connection rail for air and electrics
- tilt cylinder
- easy-to-repair construction

- electrical tipper cover (optional)
- chute
- towing eye
- roll-up cover with control pedestal (optional)
Illustrations may show optional extra equipment. Products are subject to continuous technical modifications.

**EQUIPMENT FEATURES**

- Swing or hydraulic tailboard
- Round load body
- 2-axle version/3-axle version
- Off-road axle
- 24 m³/27 m³ load body
- Floor thickness 4/5/6 mm
- Side wall thickness 3/4/5 mm
- **NEW:** Aluminium side wall and aluminium tailboard
  - (aluminium side wall with 5 mm wall thickness for 24 m³ load body)
  - (aluminium tailboard with 7 mm tailboard wall thickness)
  - This entire aluminium package saves approximately 500 kg of weight compared with the steel version.

**YOUR INDUSTRY – OUR SOLUTION FOR ...**

- aggregate
- demolition
- building site deployment
- road-building
FULLY INSULATED TRAILERS

KÖGEL ASPHALT TIPPER TRAILERS

Two-axle and three-axle Kögel Tipper Trailers with a 24 m³ load capacity can also be provided with a fully insulated thermal tipper body in all the available wall and tipper body thicknesses. Naturally, Kögel Asphalt Tipper Trailers already have the 170-millimetre extension of the body overhang that Kögel introduced in 2014. The Asphalt Tipper Semi-Trailer is therefore perfectly suited to road paving. An optionally attachable chute is therefore no longer necessary. This not only saves our customers money, but also weight. The lamp holders can be separated from the mudguard holders and can therefore be easily and quickly adjusted in height to get more distance from the asphalt or the paving machine.

IMPRESSIVE FEATURES ...

- corrosion protection
- pull-out access ladder (optional)
- locking hook
- neatly arranged control unit
- electrical tipper cover (optional)
- control pedestal
- hinged underride guard
- chute
EQUIPMENT FEATURES

✓ Swinging tailgate
✓ Round load body
✓ 2-axle version/3-axle version
✓ Off-road axle
✓ 24 m³/27 m³ load body
✓ Floor thickness 4/5/6 mm
✓ Side wall thickness 3/4/5 mm

Illustrations may show optional extra equipment. Products are subject to continuous technical modifications.